
Our growing company is looking for a multimedia. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for multimedia

Research and submit requests for software and equipment upgrades that will
enhance and improve the production and post production workflow of the
studio and post production facility
Assist in daily setups of audio/video conferences (ClearOne, LifeSize) web
meetings (WebEx, Skype), live streaming/on demand webcasting and
auditorium setups (wired/wireless microphones, multichannel audio mixer,
audio PA system, Laptop LCD and intergraded AV control system Crestron,
AMX, Extron)
Plans, develops, and produces various forms of visual communication to
market products, services and promote the brand
Develop and produce multimedia for electronic and interactive
communication on the Web, multimedia presentations, video and interactive
displays and exhibits
Generate multiple design concepts and implement projects through to final
production including vendor management (if required) and proper file
organization for archives
Responsible for project planning, timeline creation, project organization,
monitoring timeline, and budget mangement including pro-active reporting
for client/stakeholders to keep them informed
Collaborate with stakeholders, marketing and public relations teams to
determine the appropriate visual, textual and animated elements of projects
in a variety of formats to support the strategic objectives of the company
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Propose new technology insertion opportunities and capabilities to improve
user experience
Ability to meet short deadlines and effectively manage multiple
projects/tasks being able to shift and prioritize to meet deadlines and budget
consideration based on changing needs while maintaining design excellence
and customer service levels

Qualifications for multimedia

At least 5 years of solutions sales experience within large enterprise accounts
Previous experience selling Multimedia Solutions is preferred
Ability to influence and manage the buying cycle with CXO's
Proven track record of over-achieving quarterly and annual quotas or similar
experience
Strong team collaboration and ability to manage large base of accounts
Strong knowledge of internet and telecommunications concepts


